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SURVEY OF RECENT HALAKHIC
PERIODICAL LITERATURE

MITZVOT ON THE MOON

As clearly underscored by the
popular witticism regarding "the
Elephant and the Jewish Problem,"
the Jew tends to examine every
phenomenon, whether natural, so-
cial, political or scientific, in the

light of his own particular interests.
Little wonder, then, that contem-

porary preoccupation with the con-

quest of space should be reflected
in halakhic writings. One of the
more intriguing topics in the cur-
rent literature is the question of

the extent to which mitzvot are
binding upon Jews who may hap-
pen to find themselves in the vast

regions of outer space. There has
now appeared, for the first time, a
serious discussion of man's reli-
gious obligations on the moon. Un-
doubtedly, the subject wiI become
a recurrent one and rabbinic litera-
ture dealing with this topic wiI be
considerably enriched in the
months and years to come.

Among opinions published thus
far the most extreme position is ad-
vanced by Rabbi Ben Zion Firrer
in the 5730 issue of No'am. Rabbi
Firrer maintains that mitzvot are

incumbent upon man only in his
terrestrial habitat. Sole supporting
evidence for this radical point of

view, which is described by its pro-
ponent as being "only in the nature
of first thoughts; a modest begin-
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ning in investigation of this ques-

tion," is an argument based upon
a statement in Kiddushin 37a. As-
serting that commandments which
arc personal in character are bind-

ing not only in Eretz Yisrael but

in the Diaspora as well, the Ge-

mara quotes the verse ". . . all the
days which you are alive on the
earth" (Deuteronomy 12:1). Rab-

bi Firrer argues that since a pleon-

asm, "on the earth," is required to
establish this obligation, such ob-
ligation must be limited to that
which is specified in this verse.
Therefore, man is exempt from per-
formance of mitzvot in places other
than those which are "on the
earth. "

In a report of an interview grant-

ed by Rabbi Shlomo Goren, pub-
lished in Ha-Tzofeh, 10 Av 5729
(and cited by Rabbi Firrer in
No'am), Rabbi Goren is quoted as
asserting that theoretically mitzvot

contingent upon "time" cannot be
performed on the moon sinee
"time" as measured by twenty-four

hour day-night sequences does not

exist on this celestial body. Keriyat
shema. for example, is obligatory
only during certain time periods.

Since such time periods do not exist
on the moon, a necessary condition
for the incurrence of this obliga-
tion is absent. Similarly, since one

side of the moon is in perpetual

daylight and the other is in per-
petual darkness there is no seventh
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day to be hallowed as the Sabbath.

However, argues Rabbi Goren, in
practice man is obligated to per-
form such mitzvot. Since natural
atmospheric conditions on the moon
cannot support human life, man
wil be able to exist only by cre-

ating an artificial atmosphere com-
posed of elements transported from
Earth. In light of his continual de-

pendence upon Mother Earth, man
living on the moon wil continue
to be governed by laws operative
on Earth.

Rabbi Firrer contests the as-
sumption that dependence upon
terrestrial materials renders such
dependents subject to "Earth" hn-
lakhah, arguing that once such ma-
terials come into contact with the
moon they are accorded the same
status as lunar materiaL. The Ge-
mara, Gitin 7b, declares that bod-
ies of water in Eretz Yisrael are

not part of the Land of Israel and
that a ship plying the lakes and
rivers of Eretz Yisrael, so long as

it does not scrape bottom, is con-

sidered to be outside the borders

of the Land of IsraeL. When the
vessel does touch bottom, its pas-
sengers and cargo even while sub-

merged are considered to be within
the confines of Eretz Yisrael. Rabbi
Firrer observes that the ship ac-

quires the halakhic status of the
underlying river-bed simply by
coming into physical contact with
it. Similarly, argues Rabbi Firrer,
earth material coming into contact
with lunar substance acquires the
halakhie status of the moon itself.

Another article in the same issue
of No'am, takes sharp issue with
Rabbi Firrer's thesis. In direct con-
tradiction to the opinion of Rabbi

Firrer, Rabbi Menachem Kasher
declares that halakhic obligations

are personal ones and are incum-
bent upon Jews in any and all
places where they may find them-
selves .Henee, the contention that
observance of mitzvot be abrogated

in the celestial spheres cannot be
entertained. Rabbi Kasher adds that
since Rabbi Firrer has described

his words as "first thoughts" he is
certain that the latter's "second

thoughts" wil reflect a change of
heart. Insofar as the reckoning of
time is concerned, Rabbi Kasher
opines that the situation is no dif-
ferent from that which exists in
the earth's polar regions, which

have days and nights of many
months' duration. Rabbi Kasher
has long been of the opinion that
under such circumstances, the day
must be reckoned on a twenty-four
hour basis with alternating twelve-
hour periods of "day" and "night"
regardless of the presence or ab-

sence of solar ilumination. The
same practice, contends Rabbi
Kasher, should be followed by
man on the moon.

GARFISH AND SCAD

Identification of the signs of ko-
sher fish is not always a simple

matter. The Sivan 5730 issue of
Ha-Pardes contains an item clari-
fying some aspects of this problem.
Rabbi S. Efratti, head of the Kash-
rut Department of the Israeli Min-
istry of Religions, reports that of

late a non-kosher species known
as garfish has been imported from
Portugal and marketed under the
label "Anchovied Filets of Gar-

fish." The label on this product is
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misleading in that it may well
cause the consumer to believe that
he has purchased anchovies which

are known to be kosher, whereas
the garfish is not.

Quite apart from misleading la-
beling, it is possible that erroneous
categorization of the garfish as a

species of kosher fish may result
from either (I) acceptance of the

microscopic scales borne by the
garfish as a sign of its kashrut or

(2) reliance upon the split tail of
the garfish as conclusive evidence

of its status as a kosher fish.
Rabbi Efratti cites the commen-

tary of the Tiferet Yisrael on 'Avo-
dah Zarah 2:6, which declares that
for a fish to be deemed kosher its

scales must be visible to the naked
eye. This ruling is based upon two
considerations: First, the Gemara
(N iddah 57b) identifies the Bib-
lical term kaskeset as the "cloth-

ing" of the fish and accordingly

defines kaskeset as "scales." Micro-
scopic scales can hardly be deemed
"clothing," and hence cannot satis-
fy this necessary condition of kash-
rut. Secondly, the Tiferet Yisrael

establishes the general principle that
in all matters contingent upon vi-

sion, halakhah is concerned only
with that which is visible to the
naked eye, not with that which is
visible undcr a magnifying glass or
microscope. R. Yechiel Michel Ep-
stein reiterates the same principle
in his halakhic compendium,
'Arukh ha-Shulkhan, Yoreh De'ah

83:15. The 'Arukh ha-Shulkhan
adds that mere perception of the
scalcs is in itself insuffcient since

it is necessary that scales not only
be present but that they be remov-
able as well. This qualification is
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indicated by Ramban (Commen-
tary on Leviticus, 11: 10) in his
definition of kaskeset as a structure
"which can be peeled off as one
peels a fruit or removes bark from
a tree."

Rabbi Efratti points out that even
though numerous authorities speak
of the split tail as an indication of
kashrut it is rather the absence of
a split tail which is a definitive in-
dication that the fish is of a non-
kosher variety; the presence of a
split tail is in itself not a reliable

indication of kashrut.

In an earlier article published in
the Nisan 5730 issue of the same
publication, Rabbi Efratti discusses
the kashrut of a species known as

scad or horsemaekeraI. (Reference

to the dictionary definition of

"horsemackeral" shows that the
term may be applied to a number
of species. Apparently, some of
these are kosher, others not. Its
principal usage is as a synonym for
tuna, which is of course a kosher

fish. J These fish have also been
marketed in Israel under the label
"Anchovied Filets of Scad." Scads
possess a body-covering in the form
of bony tubercules: rough, spinous
projections, which do not overlap
one another. These tubercules do
not mect the criteria of the Bib-
lical kaskeset because they are of
a shape markedly different from the
shape of scales and are not remov-
able. An informative analysis of
the halakhic definition of "scale"
by Rabbi Moses Tendler appeared
in Ha-Pardes, Tevet 5726, and in
an article entitled "The Halakhic
Status of the Swordfish," which ap-
peared in the April 1968 issue of
The Jewish Observer and was re-
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printed in an extended version in

Gesher (1969), vol. 4 no. 1.

RABBINIC CONTRACTS

It has become quite common for
congregations to grant their rabbis
tenure in the form of a life con-
tract. In the Iyar-Sivan 5730 issue

of the Ha-Ma'or Rabbi Shneur
Zusha Reiss questions the halakhic
foundations of this practice and, in
the process, discusses the nature of
rabbinic contracts. Colleagues in

the rabbinate, who may at times
feel themselves "enslaved" by their
chosen profession, may derive some
measure of satisfaction from the
realization that this emotion is mir-
rored in the halakhah.

The Torah looks upon the insti-
tution of slavery with disfavor and

permits a Jew to become an in-
dentured servant only when he has
no other means of earning a live-
lihood. Quoting the verse "For
unto Me are the children of Israel
slaves. . ." (Leviticus 25:55), the

Gemara, Baba Metzia lOa, declares
that Jews are the servants of God
and hence are not permitted to be-
come "the servants of servants."
Taking the view that any form of
involuntary labor is a form of servi-
tude, the Talmud states that a work-
ingman may withdraw from em-
ployment "even in the middle of
the day." In a gloss upon the cita-
tion of this halakhah in Choshen

Mishpat 333:3, the Remah quotes

definitive authorities who assert
that a laborer, or even a teacher

or scribe, may not bind himself to
an employer for a period greater
than three years if the terms of his
employment require him to live in

the employer's domicile and to ac-
cept the employer's board. Perman-
ent employment under such condi-
tions resembles servitude. Service

of this type for a period not ex-

cecding three years is sanctioned

on the basis of the verse ". . . With-
in three years, as the years of a
hireling. . ." (Isaiah 16:14). The

individual accepting such service

for a period of three years or less is
deemed a "hireling"; if he accepts
such employment for a period in
excess of three years he has entered
into a proscribed form of "slav-
ery." The Chatam Safer, in his col-
lected responsa, Orach Chaim, no.
206, indicates that according to

some authorities it may be permis-
sible to enter into such contracts

for a period of time up to six years

in length rather than three.
In another responsum, Choshen

Mishpat, no. 172, the Chatam Sofer
declares that rabbinical contracts

are subject to these limitations as

well. Although the Remah clearly
states that such employment is for-
bidden only if the employee is re-
quired to reside in the employer's

home, Chatani Safer maintains that
rabbinic employment is comparable
to residing in the employer's house-
hold since the rabbi is dependent

for his livelihood upon the com-
munity employing his services. He
is thus a communal employee whose
residence and sustenance is pro-
vided by the members of the com-
munity cooperatively and by virtue
of the nature of his employment is

required to live in the employer's

domicile, i.e., within the community
by which he is employed. Chatam
Sofer adds, however, that there is
no halakhie impediment to a con-
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tract . for an extended period of
time which permits the rabbi to
withdraw from the agreement at
any time but prevents him from
accepting another rabbinical post
other than upon payment of a
financial penalty. The rationale of
this ruling is that the agreement'

does not bind the rabbi to his em-

ployers but simply provides for a

fine in the event that he accepts

another position,
In the previously cited respon-

sum, Orach Chaim, no. 206, the
Chatam Safer states that there are
diverse customs with regard to the
terms of rabbinic contracts. In
some places a three year term of
service is customary, in others a
fiVe year period; the universal prac-
tice is not to draw up an agreement
for a period of six years or longer.

Chatam Sofer asserts that a specific
period of service is stipulated sole-
ly for benefit of the rabbi. The rab-
bi, being forbidden to bind himself
for a longer period of time, is thus
enabled to withdraw from his posi-
tion, if he so chooses, upon termin-
ation of the contract. The congre-

gation, however, "cannot withdraw
from the agreement even after the
stipulated period has expired un-
less there is a custom to this effect
. . . but it has never been heard or
seen in these lands that a rabbi has

been removed and deposed from
his rabbinical chair and such dare
not be done."

Rabbi Reiss advises that a ha-
lakhic authority be consulted be-

fore drafting a life contract in
Order to assure that the provisions

are in conformity with the halak-

hah. It is obvious, however, that,

where there is no concommittant
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obligation on the part of the rabbi

- as is usually the case - there
is no halakhic impediment to con-

ferral of life tenure by a congrega-
tion upon its spiritual leader. In-
deed, on the basis of the Chatam

Sofer's declared opinion, it might

be argued that such tenure accom-

panies every rabbinic appointment.

MENDICANTS

The 5730 issue of Shanah be-
Shanah contains a short item from
the pen of the octogenarian scholar,
Rabbi Shlomo Yosef Zevin, who
in addition to his many and varied
scholarly pursuits serves as general

editor of the Encyclopedia Talmud-
it. An offcial of the Israeli Min-

istry of the Interior referred a pro-
posal of the Tel Aviv municipal

government to Rabbi Zevin in the
latter's capacity as a member of
the Chief Rabbinate Council for

his evaluation of the request from
the point of view of halakhah.

As every tourist is painfully
aware, Israel has an inordinate
number of paupers who openly so-
licit alms not only in synagogues

but on the public streets as welL.

There is no gainsaying that such

practices are socially undesirable

and do not rellect creditably upon
a country in which they are so
widespread. The municipality of
Tel Aviv therefore requested the
Minister of the Interior' to initiate
legislation which would effectively
ban such mendicants from the
streets. The offcial SOliciting Rab-

bi Zevin's views emphasized that
no one had suggested restraining
the poor from requesting charity
from worshippers in synagogues;
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the, proposed ban was to' be limited
,tó solicitation in' public thorough-
fàres.

Rabbi Zevin quotes Chapter 17
of the Chofetz Chaim's Ahavat
Chessed, a work devoted to the
mitzvah of charity, in which the
author reports the innovative move
of establishing "federations" for

the' purpose of conferring stipends
upon'itinerant beggars in order to

preclude them from soliciting alms
from individual householders. The
Chofctz Chaim frowns on this prac-
tice and' among his sources cites
the negative view expressed in the

Gemara, Baba Batra 7b, with re,
gard to the building of a walled

enclosure around one's courtyard
beèause the wall prevents the cry
of alms-seekers from being heard.

., The well "known' anecdote con-
cerning the reaction of Rabbi Levi
Yitichak of Berditchev to a similar
proposal is also noted by Rabbi
Zevin in this context. The Berditch-
iversarcastically remarked that the
idea is notiit all novel; such a
communal edict was long ago prO'.
mulgated ,by the Council of Four
Lands: Sodom, Gomorrah, Admah
and Zeboiim. Clearly, Berditchev
- and hopefully Tel Aviv also -
would not want to be included in
such an' infamous grouping.

In conclusion Rabbi Zevin sug-

gests that many such paupers would
cheerfUlly desist from these ac-
tivities iftheirneeds would be pro-

vided for by an adequate social
welfare allotment. Nevertheless, he

agrees tha,t steps may be taken to
prevent'beggars' from publicly ac-

costing :peopleon public thorough-
fàres;but argues that they should
-not be reStrained from adopting

a' mendicant posture at a fied lo-

cation. In the fial analysis, while

undignified forms of publicsoJicic
tation are to be deplored, it is un-
thinkable that a Jewish community
bar any individual from seeking
charity. "lfthere be among you a
needy man, one of your brothers,
within any ,of your gates, ,in ..your
land which the Lord your God
gives you, you shall not harden

your heart, ,nor shut your hand
from your needy brother;"

SOUNDING THE TRUMPETS

It is of singular interest that after
a !¡pse of milenia the opportunity

now presents itself for the perform-
ance of, a virtualJy forgotten mitz-
vah. AlJare familar with the shoo

fw and the mitzvot attendent upon
it. There is yet a second wind in.
strument associated, with mitzvot

with which we are less' well .ac-
quainted.Scripture commands the
fashioning of two trumpets of ham-
mered silver to. be blown ,by the
kohanim for purposes of assemblùig
the. congregation and as a signal
tocontihue on ,the journey through

the., ' wilderness. These' trumpets
were also to be blown on festivals
Ïii conjUnCtion with the sacrificial
offerings. Furthermore, in the event
of warfare the trumpets were to be

sounded in order that ". . . you

shàIIbe remembered before the
Lord .your God and you shaIIbe
saved from your enemies" (Num-
bers 10: 9). The possibility that this
latter exhortation be applicable in
our own day in face of the dangers
besetting the State óf Israel is dis-
cussed" in two ',articles 'which ap-
peared"recently. Rabbi Judah Ger-
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shuni, in the Tevet 5730 issue of
Or ha-Mizrach, and Rabbi Chaim
Shrage Frank, in the Tammuz 5730
issue of Ha-Ma'ayan, cover much
the same ground and reach similar
conclusions.

Although the Sefer Mitzvot Ga-
dol does not include the command-
ment to sound the trumpet in time
of war in his enumeration of the

613 commandments, both Ram-
barn, Sefer ha-Mitzvot, mitzvah 59
and Mishneh Torah, Hilkhot
Ta'anit 1: 1, and the Chinukh,
mitzvah 384, view the sounding of

trumpets as a positive command-
ment obligatory not merely in time
of war but in the event of any po-

tential misfortune such as famine,
plague or pestilence. The sounding
of trumpets under these circum-
stances is an appurtenance of pray-
er and serves as a summons to re-
pentance. The commandment to
sound the trumpet in time of dan-
ger is binding, according to these

authorities, not merely while the
Temple is in existence but subse-
quent to its destruction as well.

Many authorities are of the opin-
ion that there exists no obligation

to sound the trumpets in the event
of a calamity in the Diaspora. Ma-
gen Avraham, Orach Chaim 576,
queries why this practice has lapsed
even though it appears to be a Bib-
lical obligation. Various commen-
tators, including the Pri Megadim,
Orach Chaim 575:2, and Mishneh
Berurah 575: 1 answer that fulfill-
ment of this commandment is lim-
ited solely to the Land of IsraeL.

Both express doubt as to whether

the commandment is obligatory
even in Eretz Yisrael when that

country is not under Jewish sov-
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ereignty. In any event, it is clear
that according to al authorities

there is a clear-cut obligation to

sound these instruments in times of
trouble when the Land of Israel
is under Jewish dominion. Thus the
question of whether this mitzvah

should be performed nowadays be-
comes germane.

There is considerable discussion

and controversy among early au-
thoritics with regard to the details
of the performance of this mitzvah
and as to when the trumpets are to
be blown alone and when together
with the shofar as indicated in
Psalms 98: 6, "With trumpets and
the voice of the shofar shall you

sound the teru'ah before the King,
God." Some authorities maintain
that the trumpets together with the

shofar are to be sounded only on

the Temple mount, in other locales
the shofar alone is to be blown.

Rabbi Frank explains that this
opinion is based upon Numbers
10:9, ". . . and you shall be re-

membered before the Lord your
God." According to this line of
reasoning only the Temple site is
considered to be "before God."
Nowadays considerations of ritual
purity preclude entry onto the Tem-
ple mount. Rabbi Frank, however,

brings evidence that all of Jerusa-
lem is considered to be an exten-

sion of the Temple with regard to
the sounding of trumpets. He adds
that the shofar need not be sound-
ed together with the trumpets other
than at the actual site of the Tem-
ple, since the relevant passage in

Psalms indicates that both instru-
ments are employed simultaneously
only "before the King, God." Rabbi
Frank maintains that while the en-
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tire city of Jerusalem is "before

God," nevertheless the site of Di-
vine Kingship is limited to the

Temple mount proper. Hence the
rest of Jerusalem is not "before

the King, God." Therefore, argues

Rabbi Frank, trumpets unaccom-
panied by the shofar must be
sounded in Jerusalem in the event
of impending misfortune.

It should be noted that the silver
trumpets must be sounded by ko-
hanim. Indeed R. Jacob Emden,
Mor u'Ketzi'ah, Orach Chaim 576,
states that this commandment has
lapsed in our day because the
genealogical purity of our priests
is subject to doubt. Rabbi Gershuni
objects to this line of reasoning

because in any event there is no
transgression involved in the blow-

ing of the trumpets should it trans-
pire that one who does so is not
of priestly lineage, while the Bib-
lical commandment must be ob-
served even in the case of doubt.

In the fol!owing issue of the Ha-
Ma'ayan, Tishri 5731, Rabbi Kal-
man Kahane notes that at least one
authority maintains that this mitz-
vah can no longer be fulfiled. Rab-
bi Moses Feinstein, ¡grot Mosheh,
Orach Chaim 169, is of the opin-
ion that only trumpets fashioned

for use in the Temple proper may
be used for fulfillment of the mitz-
vah of sounding the trumpets in

time of periL. For this reason Ram-
barn, in his enumeration of the 613
mitzvot, views the commandment
to blow the trumpets at the time

of sacrificial offerings and the com-
mandment to sound the trumpets
when confronted by impending mis-
fortune to be a single mitzvah rath-
er than two distinct commandments.

Rabbi Kahane himself argues that
trumpets may be fashioned in an
infinite number of sizes and shapes.
The exact form in which the trum-
pets are to be made is now un-
known to us since the tradition with
regard to their proper shape has
lapsed. Accordingly, adds Rabbi
Kahane, it has been the custom of
the Ashkenazic community in Je-
rusalem to sound the shofar rather
than trumpets on fast days and in
times of trouble.

Rabbi Frank nevertheless reports
that in light of the serious threat of
war which existed at that time, the
Bet Din of Jerusalem decreed that

trumpets be sounded and according-
ly on 12 Iyar 5730 kohanim sound-
ed trumpets of hammered silver be-
fore the Western Wall. We join in
the prayer expressed by Rabbi
Frank that these trumpets sounded

in time of grave danger lead to the
fulfillment of the Divine promise
"and you shall be remembered be-
fore the Lord your God and you
shall be saved from your enemies"
and that we may speedily be priv-
ileged to fulfill the second mitzvah
associated with these trumpets:
"And on the day of your rejoicing
and on your Festivals and on your
New Moons and you shall sound
the trumpets on your burnt offer-
ings and your peace offerings and
they wil be for you a remembrance
before the Lord your God."

THE NAMES OF GOD

In any halakhic study it is neces-
sary to clarify whether a particular
practice is mandated as a halakhic
requirement, is to be followed on
the basis of minhag, or is to be dis-
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missed as being grounded upon su-
perstitioi; and ignorance. Undoubt-
edly, in. the course of Jewish his-
tory - particularly in areas having

litte contact with centers of Torah
scholarship - many folk-customs
did arise which diverge from the
original halakhah to so great a
degrce as to constitute a farcIal
distortion thereof. On the other
side of the coin are the many time-
hallowed practices followcd by
knowledgeable Jews. which are
founded upon authentic halakhic
considerations.

A case in point involves practices
related to the writing and vocaliza-

tion of the Names of God. The
Tishri-Cheshvan 5730 issue of Kol
Torah features an article by Rabbi
A. Steinsalz in which he examines
the widespread tendency to avoid

writing the letters of the Divine

Name even when such letters occur
in a secular context. This practice

is most commonly encountered in
the writing of proper names in
which one of the Divine Names is
incorporated as part of the eogni-

tive meaning of the appelation, e.g.,
Azarya (God helped) or Netanel

(God gave). Many individuals also
refrain from employing such letter
combinations even in words totally
disassociated from reference to the
Deity. Thus, for example; when a
Hebrew word ends in the letter
"heh" preceded by a "yod" either
the final letter is dropped or the
word is written with a dividing

mark between the two letters.
The Gemara, Shevuot 35a, states

that it is forbidden to erase the

name of God and for that reason
care is taken not to write the Di-

vine Name upon any document or
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paper which might be destroyed.
Megilat Ta'anit 7a and the Gemara
Rosh Hashanah 18b report that
during the Hasmonean period
promissory notes bore the legend

"In such and such year in the reign
of Yochanan, High Priest of the
Most High God." The Sages hear-
ing of this practice exclaimed, "To-
morrow the debtor wil repay his
debt with the result that the note
wil be cast away with the refuse!"
Accordingly, they countermanded
this practice and declared the day
on which they did so to be a holi-
day. With this as his source, the
Remah, Y oreh De'ah 276: 13, rules
that it is forbidden to write the

Divine Name "other than in a book
for it may come to dishonor. There-
fore, we take heed not to write the
Divine Name in a letter." The pro-
hibition against erasing the Name
of God, is, however, limited to the
specifically enumerated Divine
Names which posses intrinsic sanc-
tity. Mesekhet Soferim 4:4 states
clearly that even these names may
be erased when they do not stand
independently but form an integral
part of the name of a mortal.

Rabbi Steinsalz notes that ex-
amination of early rabbinic manu-
scripts shows that words combin-
ing letter combinations spelling a

Divine Name were written out in
their entirety. Although it is now
universal practice to employ the
combination tet-vav for the num-
ber fifteen rather than a yod fol-
lowed by a heh, this custom is of
comparatively recent origin. The

usage of yod followed by heh to

represent fifteen would appear to
be particularly objectionable since

these two letters standing alone con-
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stitute the complete spellng of one
of the sanctified names. Yet in

earlier times, there appears to have
been no objection to this practice.
One may conclude that since these
letters are not intended to stand
for a Divine Name their mere juxta-
position does not endow them with
sanctity.

The same point is made by Dr.
Louis Rabinowitz, former Chief
Rabbi of South Africa, in an article
entitled "On the Names of God"
which appeared in The London
Jewish Chronicle, April 10, 1970.

Rabbi Rabinowitz also discusses the
status of the term shalom. Rabbi
Rabinowitz comments that he has
been told of "one distinguished
rabbi who never writes the word
shalom in full, but writes only the
first three letters and an apostrophe
- because the Talmud states
(Shabbat lOb) that shalom is one
of the names of God." It is indeed
true that the Teshuvot ha-Rosh
3: 15 declares, "We have found no
one who forbids the erasure of
shalom." Rabbi Rabinowitz, how-

ever, fails to mention the many
authorities who insist that shalom
may not be erased. Tosafot (Sotah
1 Oa) comments that the list of sev-
en Divine Names which may not be
erased is not exhaustive and that

shalom is to be included in this
category. Writing only the first
three letters of this word is a time-
honored custom. The Birkei Yosef,
Orach Chaim 85:8, quotes Rab-
benu Yechiel who asserts that since
it is one of the Divine Names the
word shalom is not spelled out in
a greeting. The Remah, Y ore'h
De'ah 276: 13, also cites this prac-
tice.

Another question requiring clari-
fication is the permissibilty of

writing the name of God in the
vernacular. This question is, of

course, relevant only with regard
to correspondence or other forms

of writing which are likely to be
discarded heedlessly, As previousÍy
noted, the Remah states explicitly
that the name of God may be writ-
ten out in full in printed works

which presumably wil be treated
with respect. The prohibition
against obliterating the name of
God is limited to the specifcally
enumerated Divine Names; other
cognomens are regarded as adjec-
tival descriptions rather than as
names of the Deity and as such are
not included in the prohibition
against erasure. Both Shakh, Y oreh
De'ah 179: 11, and R. Akiva Eiger,
Yoreh De'ah 276:9, state definitive-
ly that the name of God occurring
in languages other than Hebrew is
regarded as a cognomen and henee
the prohibition against erasure does

not apply. Nevertheless, proper re-

spect must be paid to the name of
God when it occurs in other lan-
guages as welL. Nedarim 7b states:
"Every place where the mention of
the Divine Name is found, there
poverty is to be found." This is
deduced from the Biblical verse
". . . in every place whére I cau~e

My name to be mentioned I wil
come unto thee and bless thee"
(Exodus 20: 21) , indicating that
the pronouncement of the Divine
Name in a sacred manner is re-
warded with blessing and. prosper-
ity. From this the converse is also
deduced, . Le., that the pronounee-
ment of the. Divine Name in vain
leads to poverty. Two renowned
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authorities, R. Jonathan Eibeschitz,
Urim ve-Tumim 27:1, and R.
Ya'akov of Lissa Netivot ha-Mish-

pat 27: 1, both decry the use of the
French adieu meaning "with God"
in written communications eon tend-
ing that the dire poverty of Jews

in those times could be attributed
to the dishonor of the Divine Name
resulting from careless disposal of
such eorrespondence. These au-
thorities maintain that poverty fol-
lows not merely improper vocali-
zation of the Divine Name but also
failure to accord proper respect to
written occurrences of the Divine

Name even in the vernacular. Rab-
bi Rabinowitz errs in describing
scrupulousness with regard to the

writing of the Divine Name in
languages other than Hebrew as a
recent development and in con-
tending that mention of this prohi-
bition appears for the first time in
the comparatively recent 'Arukh
ha-Shulkhan, Choshen Mishpat 27.

Another practice questioned by
Dr. Rabinowitz is constraint in
pronouncing the terms Sha-dai and
Tzva-ot. The prohibition against
vocalizing the name of God other
than in the reading of Scripture,

prayer or recitation of blessings

is derived from the positive com-

mandment "The Lord your God
shalI you fear" (Deuteronomy
6: 13). Restraint in not mentioning
the name of God in vain is a mani-
festation of fear and awe. Rav Hai
Gaon, She'iltot, Yitro, She'ilta 53,
deems this to be a transgression of
the negative prohibition ''Tou
shalt not take the name the Lord
your God in vain" (Exodus 20:7).
According to numerous authorities,
e.g., Rambam Hilkhot Shevuot
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12: 11 (vide Teshuvot R. Akiva
Eiger, no. 25) this prohibition em-
braces all of the seven names of
God. Since both Sha-dai and Tzva-
ot are enumerated among the seven
names of the Deity, common prac-
tice is to use the assonant forms

Shakai and Tzevakot respectively
as substitutes for these names. Dr.
Rabinowitz' incredulity at this
"strange mispronunciation of He-
brew" is misplaced.

Utterance of the Divine Name
in languages other than Hebrew
is discussed by the Nimukei Yosef
in his commentary on Nedarim 7b.
This authority declares that while

needless mention of the name of
God in seeular languages is not en-
compassed by the Biblical prohibi-
tion, nonetheless, "go'arin bo -
the one doing so is to be admon-
ished and chastised." It should be
noted that Rabbi Moses Feinstein,
¡grot Mosheh, Yoreh De'ah, no.
172, states that this statement of

the Nemukei Yosej's regarding in-
appropriate vocalization of the

name of God in the vernacular is
limited to the proper name of the
Deity in sueh languages (e.g.,
"God"( and not to adjectival cog-
nomens (e.g., "Almighty").

In conclusion, it is quite apparent
that regardless of the fial adjudi-

cation of these questions, the metic-
ulousness with which God-fearing

Jews have always conducted them-
selves in the writing and vocaliza-

tion of the Divine Name is ground-
ed upon a deeply-rooted reverence
for halakhah in all its ramifca-
tions. Improper understanding of
the halakhic bases of such practices

may at times lead to their being
treated with a levity which is un-
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warranted. To paraphrase a famous
dictum, afilu ketivat chulln shel
talmidei chakhamim tzerikha lim-

mud - even the idle writng of
Torah scholars bears studied at-
tention.
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